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Social distancing has no doubt disrupted your plans for training and competition. Although the request from Public Health officials to minimize or
eliminate contact with others is outside of your control, you can modify your training to meet these requirements while continuing to prepare for
potential competitions ahead.

worksheet: adapt 

Adapt

Sleep: Improve your sleep hygiene in order to boost your immune systems and allow yourself to perform
optimally.

Workout of the day: If you don’t have access to a gym, modify your workouts (e.g., bodyweight only, using
bands instead of bars, use heavy objects as weights). 

Conditioning: Work on your conditioning with long distance runs, cycles, sprints, hill-work or interval training
and use this time to connect with nature.

Mobility: Focus on improving your flexibility (try yoga for some mindfulness-infused stretching).

 

 

 

Here are some ways you can modify your physical, technical/tactical, and mental/emotional preparation while respecting social distancing
guidelines.  

YOUR TURN! WHAT ARE SOME WAYS YOU CAN ADAPT YOUR TRAINING FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS?

Things are changing rapidly amidst the COVID-19 epidemic, so it’s important to tackle your training in small manageable
chunks. Establish flexible goals to achieve along with a realistic training plan. Consider discussing this with your coaches,
teammates, MPC, and/or other support staff

Fly solo: Refine your individual technical skills (e.g., stick handling).

Throwbacks: Review competition videos to stay connected to positive experiences and memories. Learn from
what you were doing well and what you can improve.

Fancy footwork: Focus on improving speed and agility with footwork drills and games.

Become a student of the game: Review footage of the “greats” in your sport to learn from what they do
exceptionally well.

 

 

 

Stay connected: You can still communicate with your teammates and coaches virtually. Consider scheduling
daily or weekly check-ins or virtual hangouts at times you would usually gather in person to maintain routine
and social support.

Self-care: Engaging in activities that support your emotional, spiritual, physical and psychological well-being is
more important than ever. Make a list of things you find enjoyable and relaxing (e.g., try a new relaxation
technique or mindfulness program using an app)! Set a self-care goal for yourself each and every day!  

Visualize: Researchers have found that visualization is almost as effective as practice when it comes to skill
acquisition and retention. Visualize yourself successfully performing key skills or sequences in training or
competition by using all of your senses. Visualizing yourself accomplishing tasks is important, but it is also
valuable to imagine how you will effectively respond to potential setback and barriers that could arise in the
future.

Invest in yourself: Take this time to learn more about yourself, spend time with yourself, and engage in
activities that allow you to grow.

Get support: If you already have a mental performance consultant (MPC), reach out for support. If you’d like
to connect with an MPC, visit the CSPA website to find a qualified practitioner in your area (www.cspa-
acps.com). Our team is also available via telehealth to support your mental health needs. Visit www.ccmhs-
ccsms.ca/refer for more information.

 

 

 

 

Managing uncertainty during COVID-19
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